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We are proud to introduce you to Hands‐On Tasks, Inc. 

 

For the past 15 years, we have created ac vi es for 

students who can benefit from addi onal or alterna‐

ve ways to learn and master educa onal curriculum 

goals. 

 

This manual provides: 

 an explana on of our scaffolding system, 

 a look at how our tasks are designed to work, 

 a guide to aid in choosing tasks according to ability, 

 a brief background of structured teaching, schedules,                                    

classroom setup, task storage, and 

 an overview of our company. 

 

Each year we strive to add new and affordable tasks to our product line using                  

“real‐life” components that will encourage students to con nue to learn. 

 

We look forward to working together to provide students with great tasks that                      

can enhance their learning environments. 

 

If we can assist you in any way, please do not hesitate to call us at 800.655.2078.  

We are a “sole source” company, accept Purchase Orders (Net 30), and Credit Cards. 

 

 

Jeanette Richards 
Jeane e Richards, President 
Hands‐On Tasks, Inc. 

jrichards@handsontasks.com  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Le er 
to  

Our 
Customers 

Contact Informa on: 

 Web: www.handsontasks.com 

 Fax: 281.392.7380 

 Toll Free: 800.655.2078 

 Email: customer service@handsontasks.com  

             or info@handsontasks.com 
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"We love all our notebooks and workboxes and                  
are thrilled to have them. They are of great               

quality, awesome design and packaging!                                            
We feel most fortunate to have them and  
they are a great addi on to our program." 

 
Susan C., Olathe Schools, Olathe, KS 
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Hands On Tasks Inc. has developed a work task system that provides educators with 

ac vi es and tasks that can meet the needs of students Pre‐K through 12 and/or gradu‐

a on.  
 

Our goal is to present the material, in an alterna ve way, allowing students with             

learning differences to master the requirements of their individual educa on plan, 

state, and na onal expecta ons. 
 

To bring about this work system we have made several changes to the typical work    

system. 
 

Our Tasks: 

 use the scaffolding technique so we can meet the student                             

“where they are” and build on skills that have already been mastered 

 use our Double Box and Divider™ and Bi‐Direc onal™ methods  unique                                 

to Hands‐On Tasks, Inc. 

 can be easily modified to met individual needs 

 can be used as an alterna ve method to paper/pencil tes ng of student                               

knowledge 

Our Task Boxes:  

 are all the same size making storage and organiza on convenient and                                   

effortless  (when possible, boxes nest to save storage space) 

 contain all the necessary components for each task 

 are labeled with our “task name and number” on one end for quick                                        

iden fica on.  Note: an alternate label can be a ached to the opposite                                       

end without disturbing  the original label 

Our Task Components: 

 are carefully chosen to provide uniqueness in color, texture, age              

    appropriateness,  and adaptability to our work task system 

 represent “real‐world” objects when possible 

 in many instances are re‐purposed to create a more “user‐friendly”                      

task for students 

Our Support Documents include: 

   For the teacher: 

 an Instruc on Sheet with name and number of the task, skill level,                                

set‐up and re‐set direc ons, targeted skills, a list of components,                                          

a photo  of the components, and a drawing of the  task in progress 

 an Evalua on Form [Rubric] for recording and evalua ng student pro‐

gress 

 For the student: 

 all the components needed to complete the task and 

 a task card showing small steps (with drawings and numbers) to                                     

complete the task 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our 
Purpose 

I. Background 
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Work Systems are defined as “the systema c and organized presenta on of              

tasks/materials in order for students to learn to work independently, without  

adult direc ons/prompts.”    

 

Tradi onally, structured work systems begin with a visually cued schedule  

that tells the student: 

 what work needs to be done,  

 how much work needs to be done,  

 when he/she will be finished, and  

 what to do next. 

 

In the classroom, many students have problems with sequen al memory and  

organiza on of me. By learning  to comprehend and follow schedules, students 

gain prac ce for successful func oning in future placements—voca onally and 

residen ally. 

 

Schedules give direc on to  students for certain me periods of the day, help a student  

 organize and  predict  daily and weekly  events, lessen anxiety about not knowing  what           

will  happen next, and aid  students in transi oning independently between ac vi es. 

 

Examples of Schedules 

Incorpora ng a work task system in your classroom can: 

 provide individuals with an opportunity to prac ce mastered tasks to  

     assure they maintain the skills learned  

 grant individuals a me when they can work on their own without direct                        

teacher supervision 

 give individuals a sense of accomplishment                                                    

     at comple ng tasks  on their own 

 create an environment where individuals are engaged           

in meaningful ac vi es  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Background 

Our tasks are stored in same‐size boxes that are easily stored on a shelf,                             
making it easy for the student to locate each task with a card he takes                              

from either his schedule or from a classroom schedule. 

A] Classroom Schedule to the right] 
 
B] Individual Desk Schedule [below] 

 
A 

B 

I. Background   (con nued) 
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Background 

 

Education  

is not  

the filling  

of a pail,  

but the  

lighting  

of a fire. 

 
 

‐W.B. Yeats 

 

Independent  
Work Areas 

Group Ac vity Area 

Reading Area 

One‐on One Area 

Listening Table             

Computer Table 

Physical Structure  
 

Classroom Area 

The way in which a person’s physical environment is set up and organized can          

minimize visual and auditory distrac ons. It emphasizes where/how we place  

the furniture and materials. Clear physical and visual boundaries help the student to 

understand where each area begins and ends.            

                                            Typical Classroom Set‐up 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A central storage system is a well known and recommended method of storing tasks. 

It is organized and works efficiently for both the teacher and the student. 
  

           Example of how a Central Storage System can be set up for Tasks 

At Hands‐On Tasks, we package all our tasks in standardized storage boxes. 

Tasks that require mul ple boxes nest to save shelf space. Boxes are labeled with                 

the task name and number on one end, leaving the other end open for adaptability            

to work sta ons that use student daily schedules and/or use special ways par cular to 

the students in the classroom, e.g. use of pictures, color‐coding, numbers, symbols, etc. 

Step 1: The teacher or 

student takes the task from 

its central storage loca on  

to the student’s desk or 

other work area. 

Step 2: The student follows 

the direc ons to complete 

the task. 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Step 3:  When the task is 

completed the student re‐stacks 

the task boxes. 

Step 4:  The student or 

teacher returns the 

finished task to its storage 

loca on  or other 

designated area. 

I. Background  (con nued) 
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Visual Structure 
 

Student Work Area 

Uniformly se ng up a student's work from le  to right gives him an organized and 

systema c base for comple ng tasks more independently, without as many verbal 

teacher direc ons.                            

                                                                                  Example of Student Work Area [below] 

Specific focuses include: 

 using verbal and nonverbal prompts, 

 le  to right sequence ‐ completed 

box/basket/folder to the far right, 

 individualizing direc ons for tasks, 

 using pictures, color coding, symbols, 

and 

 making materials easily accessible. 
 

Se ng up the student’s work area and using task cards help show the student: 

1] what is to be completed, 

2] how to complete it, and  

3] when it is finished.  
 

This sequen al order also gives the student o en needed structure and organiza on 

to complete their assigned task. 
 

Typical instruc on: 

1]   Teacher models or demonstrates the task for the student 

2]   Student works task with teacher observing and promp ng as necessary 

3] Student works the task independently with teacher checking at                     

comple on 

4] Student can transfer the skill mastered in a different environment 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Background 

We include with each task, a task card for the primary task and, if applicable, a secondary 

task card. It shows the student in small 

steps how to complete the task.  

 

Using words, pictures, 

and numbers provides 

direc on for different 

competency levels. 

 

                                 Components                                                                                Completed Task 

Horizontal Bolts   PIO‐406                                                                                            Secondary Task Card                                                                              
Objec ve: To remove bolts from an upright board and sort components 

 

                                 Components                                                                                Completed Task 

Horizontal Bolts   PIO‐406                                                                              Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: To insert bolts through an upright board and a ach washers and nuts 

 

I. Background   (con nued) 
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*Double Box and Divider System   
 

To re‐set tasks that use this method, the student or the teacher has only to                            

move the special lidA and/or dividerB to the empty box at comple on of the task  

and it is "ready‐to‐go" again. 

 

                           Example A‐ Special Lid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Example 2 ‐ Wood Divider 

The teacher places the box of dominoes on the student’s le  and the empty box with the special lid in front of the 
student. The student puts the dominoes, one at a me, through the hole in the lid. When the task is complete, the 
boxes are nested and placed to the right of the student. 

The teacher places the box of fruit on the student’s le  and the empty box with the wood divider in front of the  
student. The student then sorts the fruit into the compartments. 

When all the fruit is sorted the teacher takes the wood divider from the box and places it in the empty box.  
The teacher/student will switch the boxes so the box of fruit is again on the student’s le  and the box with the 
wood divider is in front of the student. 

3 1 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our 
Method 

Hands‐On Tasks™ 
 

 3 1 
2 

 The teacher takes the completed task, removes the lid from the box of dominoes and places it on the empty box.  The 
teacher will then switch the boxes so the box of dominoes is again on the student’s le  and the box with special lid 
is in front of the student. 

II. Hands‐On Tasks Method  

Hands-On Tasks  

has  deve loped 

two spec i f i c   

methods   

fo r  the  s tudent   

to  comple te 

the major i ty   
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Primary: 
The teacher places small     
containers  (included) with 
bolts, washers, and nuts in 
front of the student. 
 

The student then completes 
the task by a building the 
assembly according to the 
task card. 
 
 
 

Secondary: 
The teacher places the 
storage box with the assem‐
blies in it on the student’s 
le  and the small containers 
in front of the student. 
 

The student then takes apart 
the bolt assembly and sorts 
the components 

**Bi‐Direc onal  Task System 
 

These tasks are designed to create a task or an ac vity when they have been   

completed. The secondary task either creates a completely different task 1 ,   

an exercise in the reverse skill of the primary ac vity2 , or a disassembly and  

component sort‐back to storage containers3. 
 

                                               Example 1 

Primary ‐ Pulling an object from one place and releasing it inten onally in another   

 

 

 

 

Secondary ‐  Picking up an object and inten onally placing it on a specific spot 

 

 

 

 

                                           

      Example 2 

Primary ‐ Assembly  

 

 

 

Secondary ‐ Reverse of Primary  

 

 

 

 
 

                                            Example 3 

Primary ‐ Assembly of Key Ring  

 

 

 

 

Secondary ‐ Disassemble/sort components 

Primary: 
The teacher places small     
containers  (included) with        
keys and rings in front of              
the student. 
 

The student then puts one of 
each kind of key on the ring         
and closes it. 
 
 
 
 

Secondary: 
The teacher places the storage 
box with the assemblies in it on 
the student’s le  and the small 
containers in front of the 
student. 
 

The student then takes apart  
the key ring assembly and sorts 
the components. 

Primary: 
The teacher places the box with 
ping pong balls a ached to the 
lid in the student’s work space. 
 

The student then pulls the ping 
pong balls from the lid and puts 
them in the box through he hole 
in the lid. 
 
 
 
 

Secondary: 
The teacher places the storage 
box with the loose ping pong 
balls in it on the student’s le  
and the empty box with the lid 
a ached in front of the student. 
 

The student then takes the ping 
pong balls, one at a me, and 
a aches them to the lid on the 
box. 

II. Hands‐On Tasks Method  (con nued)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our 
Method 

Hands‐On Tasks™ 
 

(con nued) 
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Our 
Process 

Hands‐On Tasks™ 
 

Task Card  
Each work task includes a Task Card for the student that  shows the Primary Task and,                         
if applicable, the Secondary Task. The cards are printed back to back so the student 
will choose the appropriate side when he/she is ready to work the task. 
 

     Example 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  Other Examples: 

 

     Completed Task                                                       Components 

Which Tool?  JTT‐413                                                             Secondary Task 

 Which Tool?   JTT‐413                                                                Primary Task 

     Components                                                            Completed Task 

III. Hands‐On Tasks Process 
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Instruc on Sheet 
Each "Work Box Task", regardless of the nature of the specific skill or ac vity, includes: 

 

The Instruc on Sheet is printed on 8‐1/2” x 11” plain 
paper with a wide margin on the le  making it ready to 
hole‐punch and store in a 3 ‐ring binder. 

Instruc on Sheet showing the: 
 

 task name and number1 
primary objec ve2 
skill level3 
 targeted skills4 
how the task works5  

 

 
 

set‐up instruc ons                                       
for the primary task6 or secondary task 

direc ons7  
 re‐set8 
modifica ons9 
extensions9,list of components10  

III. Hands‐On Tasks Process (con nued)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our 
Process 

Hands‐On Tasks™ 
 
 

(con nued) 
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inten onally le  blank 

Rubrics [Evalua on Tool   

Every task comes with a rubric [task analysis check sheet].  
The rubric lists a set of criteria to judge student work based on  
targeted skills and work habits. 
Competency, progress, performance quality, and mastery  
of tasks can all be recorded.  

 

 

 

Rubric 

Rubric 

Using the targeted skills  
[listed with each task] and 
the rubric can help prepare  

an IEP [Individualized  
Educa on Program]  

statement of the educa onal 
program designed to meet  

a child’s 
 individual needs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our  
Process 

Hands‐On Tasks™ 

III. Hands‐On Tasks Process (con nued) 
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    IV. Basic Skills  

Introduc on 
 

Research has found that children move through three developmental learning stages: 

1‐ Concrete or manipula ve 

2‐ Representa onal or transi onal 

3‐ Abstract 

 

In the first stage, students need to touch and move things around to begin to                      

understand how they work. Developmentally appropriate materials and ac vi es         

assist the movement through the transi onal stage to the abstract. 

 

Our basic skills tasks have been developed in a scaffolding system where the tasks 

meet the student where he/she is and build on that knowledge to move further in 

mastering addi onal skills ‐ moving from the most basic tasks through job training         

ac vi es that can help them not just in the  classroom mastering skills but in the  

world a er gradua on. 

 

We include student task cards to show the student how to break down the task into 

small steps and learn to complete tasks independently.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our 
Basic Skills 
Scaffolding 
Sequence 

Scaffolding Sequence of Basic Skills Tasks 
 

We are presen ng the basic tasks in this manual by skill rather than ability level to     
provide a clearer overall picture of how the scaffolding works within each skill learned. 
 
Our products are designed to follow the structured teaching model where the task is 
first modeled or demonstrated by the teacher, then the teacher observes student 
working the task, offering prompts and/or cues as needed, and then allowing the            
student to complete the task independently and se ng it aside in a finished area to      
be checked by the teacher.  
 
We begin with the most basic task of picking up an object [grasping] and transferring        
it to another loca on. Our tasks use a wide range of containers and boxes with special 
lids to add variety and interest to the tasks as the student learns them. 
 
Other skills are added as student is able ‐ grip, bilateral coordina on, force, stringing, 
weaving, and threading are presented, showing various levels within each category. 
 
All the func onal skills are listed together. These include: lace, e, bu on, snap, zip 
and buckle. 
 

Our tasks focus  
on the 

following areas 
 

Fine Motor: 

 grasp, grip, force 

 bi‐lateral coordina on 

 stringing 

 lacing 

 weaving 

 threading 

 func onal 

 lace 

 e 

 bu on 

 snap 

 buckle 

 zip 

 

Matching, Sor ng, 

and Stacking 

 color 

 size 

 shape 

 a ribute 

 pairs and groups 

 goes‐together 
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Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
Grasping  

and 
Gripping 

1‐3 Objects 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 A.  Grasping and Releasing Inten onally 

  The tasks in this sec on present the student with the opportunity to: 
 maintain hand/eye coordina on as they manipulate an object                                         

into a specific posi on 
 use the pincer grasp to pick up objects and release them inten onally 
 experience how sensory input can help them maintain                                                       

appropriate propriocep ve feedback 

  Example below 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

*Double Box and Divider 
At comple on, the teacher moves the 
lid to the empty box and reverses  the 
posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 
Comple on of the primary task is the 
set‐up for the secondary task. 

Task Name Level Item # 

Dominoes* [shown above] BEG PIO‐101 

Dice and Chips* BEG PIO‐103 

Hearts/Blocks* BEG PIO‐105 

Domino/Marble/
Card* 

BEG PIO‐106 

Ping Pong Balls** BEG PIO‐101 

Ping Pong Challenge INT PIO‐303 

Rubber Balls by Size* INT PIO‐404 

Circular Loom INT PIO‐401 

Colored Wood Spools INT PIO‐402 

Plas c Links* INT PIO‐405 

Coun ng 1‐10 INT MAT‐401 

Gingerbread Men ADV PIO‐409 

Mini Chicks ADV PIO‐408 

Coin Sort* ADV PIO‐207 

Colored Discs* ADV PIO‐107 

Frogs and Lizards* ADV PIO‐304 

Repe on  
will give the 

best outcome  
for the student  

to be able  
to recall how  

the task works. 
 

With that recall 
will come the 
ability to work 

the task  
without visual 

cues.    
 

 See  
 Hear  
 Do  
 Touch   

 Dominoes   PIO‐101                                                          No Secondary Task Card 

 

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Dominoes   PIO‐101                                                                   Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: To put dominoes through a hole in the lid of a box.                                                                             
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    IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills (con nued) 

 B. Grip with Hand or Tool [Clothespins, Scoop, Tongs, or   
     Tweezers] 

  The tasks in this sec on present the student with the opportunity to: 
 maintain hand/eye coordina on as they manipulate an object                                        

into a specific posi on 
 use the pincer grasp to grip and release objects inten onally 
 increase dexterity of fingers and decrease hand fa gue when                                      

handling small objects 
 experience how sensory input can help them maintain                                                      

appropriate propriocep ve feedback 

  Example below 

   

  Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

Task Name Level Item #  

Heavy Duty Clips** BEG FMT‐209 

Plas c Clothespins** 
[horizontal] 

BEG FMT‐110 

Plas c Clothespins** 
[ver cal] 

BEG FMT‐203 

Clothespins/Rings** BEG PIO‐307 

Cards and Clothespins* BEG PIO‐104 

Tweezers** INT PIO‐303 

Scoop Insects ADV PIO‐404 

Fruit Cups [shown above] ADV FMT‐404 

Lanyard Clamps** ADV FMT‐310 

*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the lid 
to the empty box and reverses the 
posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the set
‐up for the secondary task. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
Gripping 
and 

Using Tools 
To Pick 

Up Objects 

 
 Fruit Cups   FMT‐401                                                                   Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: To pick up fruit, one at a me, and transfer to bowl.      

Fruit Cups   FMT‐401                                                           No Secondary Task                                         

                             Components                                                 Completed Task    

"I teach students 
who are severely 
and profoundly 

intellectually        
disabled.  

 
Your ideas and 
materials are 
"tailor‐made"          

for teaching my 
group life skills." 

 
Life Skills Teach‐

er, Colqui  
County HS 

Moultrie, GA 
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*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the               
lid to the empty box and reverses  the 
posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the set
‐up for the secondary task. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
Bi‐lateral 

Coordina on 

V. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills   (con nued) 

 C. Bi‐lateral Coordina on [using both hands simultaneously] 

  As students gain dexterity and increased ability in using their fingers and wrists 
to  manipulate objects, we offer tasks that will give them addi onal prac ce by 
using both hands simultaneously.   
 

In addi on, they will use: 
 cogni ve tasks such a decision making and judgment to choose                         

one of each item 
 fine motor skills to develop the palmar arch to grasp and release                  

an item 
 dexterity of fingers and wrist movement to snap carabineer rings onto 

each other 
 both hands simultaneously to decrease hand fa gue and increase             

bilateral coordina on and develop propriocep ve feedback 

  Example below 

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

 

 

Carabiner Rings  PIO‐410                                                       Secondary Task Card 
Objec ve: To remove smaller rings from larger ring and sort components. 

Carabiner Rings  PIO‐410                                                            Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: To a ach smaller carabiner rings to a large ring using a pa ern card  

                             Components                                                 Completed Task    

Task Name Level Item #  

Spools and Lace** BEG PIO‐106 

Soap Dish BEG PIO‐203 

Clothespins and Rings ** BEG PIO‐307 

Chicks and Eggs** INT PIO‐204 

Twist Ties** INT FMT‐401 

Feathers and Hats** INT PIO‐201 

Twist‐Tie** INT FMT‐401 

Carabiner Rings**    [shown above] ADV PIO‐410 

Padlocks and Keys** ADV MAT‐204 

Combina on Locks** ADV FMT‐301 

Rubber Band Shapes ADV PIO‐407 

Geoboard ADV FMT‐304 
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Task Name Level Item #  

Pom Poms** [shown above] BEG FMT‐103 

Object to Container** BEG PIO‐203 

Keys and Coin Purse** BEG PIO‐305 

Corks and Containers** BEG PIO‐306 

Hole Punch**  INT FMT‐106 

Stapler** INT FMT‐108 

Bugs and Bug Jars INT PIO‐308 

Latches** ADV FMT‐201 

Pill Containers ADV PIO‐302 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 

Strength 
and  
Wrist 

Movement 
  *Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the lid 
to the empty box and reverses  the 
posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the set
‐up for the secondary task. 

V. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills   (con nued) 

 D. Force  

  Force requires the student to use: 
  visual discrimina on skills to dis nguish objects with different a ributes 
 dexterity of fingers and wrist movement to snap on lids which also                                 

develops propriocep ve feedback  
 both hands simultaneously to decrease hand fa gue and increase bilateral          

coordina on when using use hand/eye coordina on to manipulate objects and 
transfer them to a new loca on 

  Example below 

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

Pom Poms   FMT‐103                                                                Secondary Task Card 
Objec ve: Open a container, remove pom pom, and close container with lid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   Components                                             Completed Task 

Pom Poms   FMT‐103                                                                Primary Task Card  
Objec ve: Insert a pom pom into a small container requiring force.                                    
Components                                                                                Completed Task 

Components 

1 
2 

3 
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                Components                                                   Completed Task 

                                                                                                   Secondary Task Card PIO‐102 Beads                                                                                       Secondary Task Card 
Objec ve:  Remove beads from leather lace and sort by size                      

 PIO‐102 Beads                                                                                           Primary Task Card 
Objec ve:  String beads onto a leather lace by size       

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Task Name Level Item #  

Wood Beads** [shown above] BEG FMT‐102 

Colored Beads** BEG FMT‐109 

Colored Spools** BEG FMT‐307 

Lace and Eyelets BEG FMT‐104 

Weaving ADV FMT‐303 

Chain Weaving ADV FMT‐405 

Spools and Lace BEG PIO‐106 
*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the  
lid to the empty box and reverses   
the posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the 
set‐up for the secondary task. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 
 

Stringing 
Lacing 

and 
Weaving 

 
 

IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills   (con nued) 

 E. Stringing, Lacing, and Weaving 

  These tasks require concentra on as well as use of fingers and thumb to              
manipulate beads, chain, and ribbon to a specific posi on. 
 
In addi on, students will use: 

 visual discrimina on skills to dis nguish objects with different a ributes ‐           
specifically size and color 

 sensory input to help them maintain appropriate propriocep ve feedback 

  Example below 

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 
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    IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills   (con nued) 

 F. Threading 

  For threading, students will use: 
 cogni ve skills such as decision making and judgment to choose items 

with a par cular a ribute [for example bolts and nuts]  
 dexterity of fingers and wrist movement to place objects in a new           

loca on by turning and/or twis ng them 
 appropriate propriocep ve feedback to experience sensory input  
 visual discrimina on skills to dis nguish objects with different a ributes 
 use fine motor skills to develop the palmar arch to grasp and release an 

item. 
 both hands simultaneously to decrease hand fa gue and increase                

bilateral coordina on  

  Example below 

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

Task Name Level Item #  

Threaded Rod BEG FMT‐208 

MegaBolts BEG FMT‐305 

Nuts and Bolts  BEG FMT‐101 

Bolts and Wing Nuts INT PIO‐403 

Balls and Bolts  INT FMT‐15 

Colored Spools INT FMT‐205 

Knobs INT PIO‐205 

Twist On/Twist Off ADV PIO‐202 

Threaded Rod with Wrench ADV FMT‐302 

MegaNuts ADV FMT‐309 

Horizontal Bolts [shown above] ADV FMT‐406 

C‐Clamps ADV FMT‐202 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 
 

Threading 
 
 
 

*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves 
the lid to the empty box and reverses  
the posi on of the boxes in the 
student’s work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the 
set‐up for the secondary task. 

 

                Components   

                                                                                                   Secondary Task Card Horizontal Bolts   PIO‐406                                                                  Secondary Task Card                             
Objec ve: To remove bolts from an upright board and sort components 

                                                                                                Primary Task Card 

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Horizontal Bolts   PIO‐406                                    Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: To insert bolts through an upright board and a ach washers and nuts 
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IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 G. Func onal Skills 

  Prac ce six different skills using non‐skid tabletop skid‐resistant jigs. 

  Example below 

  

Tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 

Func onal 
lace 
e 

bu on 
snap 
zip  
buckle 

 
 

 

Task Name Level Item #  

Bu on and Snap** [on base] INT FMT‐206 

Zip and Buckle** [on base] INT FMT‐207 

Lace and Tie** [on base] INT FMT‐204 

Tie Shoe** [on base] ADV FMT‐308 

*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the        
lid to the empty box and reverses  the 
posi on of the boxes in the student’s 
work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the        
set‐up for the secondary task. 
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    IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 H. Matching Objects by Color, Size, Shape, Kind  
      and/or Characteris c 

  Students will use visual percep on and discrimina on skills to dis nguish objects 
with different a ributes. These a ributes include color, size, shape, and/or              
characteris c. They will rely on decision making, judgment, and other fine motor 
skills previously learned to complete the tasks.  
 

We provide a variety of tasks in this unit at mul ple levels so students may use 
different skills in these tasks.  In addi on, students will experience how sensory 
input can help them maintain appropriate propriocep ve feedback. 

  Example  

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

Matching Skill Focus Task Name Level Item #  

 Color  

Poker Chips** BEG MAT‐101 

Pencils and Erasers** BEG MAT‐104 

Yo‐Yos** BEG MAT‐101 

Bears and Buckets  INT MAT‐209 

 Size  

Jars and Lids** BEG MAT‐103 

Washers BEG MAT‐101 

Hats and Boxes** BEG MAT‐210 

 Shape  
Boxes and Lids** [shown 

above] 
BEG MAT‐108 

Three‐D Shapes ADV MAT‐310 

 Kind   

Coin Match INT MAT‐110 

Seeds and Packages** INT MAT‐211 

Fabric Match ADV MAT‐310 

DVDs INT MAT‐306 

Keys and Cases** ADV MAT‐204 

Colored Bo les/Lids** BAS MAT‐205 

Animal Cut‐a‐Ways ADV MAT‐203 

Pot Holders  BEG MAT‐207 

CDs and Cases INT MAT‐107 

Picture to Object ADV MAT‐201 

Key Tag Holders ADV MAT‐208 

Iden cal or Similar? ADV MAT‐303 

Goes Together ADV MAT‐305 

Frac on Discs ADV MAT‐308 

 Characteris c  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 

 
 

   Matching 
color 
size 
shape 
kind 
a ribute 
pairs 
go‐together 

*Double Box and  

   Divider 
At comple on,  
the teacher moves  
the lid to the empty 
box and reverses the 
posi on of the boxes   
in the student’s  
work area. 

 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the 
primary task 
is the set‐up for                 
the secondary task. 

 

                Components                                                   Completed Task 

Boxes and Lids   MAT‐108                                                                 Secondary Task Card 
 

 

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Boxes and Lids   MAT‐108                                                       Primary Task Card 
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Task Name Level Item #  

Doll Shoes [shown above] BEG MAT‐108 

Socks BEG MAT‐109 

Jacks BEG MAT‐210 

Gloves** BEG MAT‐310 

Sponges* BEG MAT‐106 

Wood Shapes BEG MAT‐206 

Bandanas** INT MAT‐101 

Bu erflies** INT MAT‐203 

Rings INT MAT‐307 

Spiny Balls INT MAT‐304 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 
 

   Matching 
in pairs 
3 or more  
of a kind 

IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 I. Matching Objects in Pairs and Two or More of a Kind 

  Students will use visual percep on and discrimina on skills to dis nguish objects 
with different a ributes. These a ributes include color, size, shape, and/or        
characteris c. They will rely on decision making, judgment, and other fine motor 
skills previously learned to complete the tasks.  
 
We provide a variety of tasks in this unit at mul ple levels so students may use 
different skills in these tasks.  In addi on, students will experience how sensory 
input can help them maintain appropriate propriocep ve feedback. 

  Example below 

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

*Double Box and Divider 

At comple on, the teacher moves the lid to       
the empty box and reverses  the posi on of                
the boxes in the student’s work area. 

**Bi‐Direc onal 

Comple on of the primary task is the set‐up       
for the secondary task. 

 

                Components      

   Doll Shoes   MAT‐202                                                No Secondary Task Card 

                                                                                                Primary Task Card 

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Doll Shoes   MAT‐202    
Objec ve: Put matching Pairs of shoes in ice cube tray 

       Completed Task 
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Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 

      Sor ng 
color 
size 
shape 
a ribute 

 
 

IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 J. Sor ng by Color, Size, Shape, Kind or Characteris c 

  Students will use visual percep on and discrimina on skills to dis nguish             
objects with different a ributes. These a ributes include color, size, shape, 
and/or characteris c. They will rely on decision making, judgment, and other 
fine motor skills previously learned to complete the tasks.  
 
We provide a variety of tasks in this unit at mul ple levels so students may use 
different skills in these tasks.  In addi on, students will experience how sensory 
input can help them maintain appropriate propriocep ve feedback. 

  Example  

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

Sor ng 
Focus 

Task Name Level Item #  

   Color  

Colored Blocks* BEG SRT‐101 

Cra  S cks* BEG SRT‐112 

Sunglasses*  BEG SRT‐114 

Roses* BEG SRT‐201 

Rocks* BEG SRT‐203 

Curtain Rings*  BEG SRT‐211 

Colored Stones BEG SRT‐310 

Spoke Wheels* BEG SRT‐311 

Key Chains* BEG SRT‐312 

Backscratchers* BEG SRT‐316 

Sort by Color* INT SRT‐314 

Punching Bags INT SRT‐210 

Miniature Cars ADV SRT‐111 

   Size  

Ba eries BEG SRT‐302 

Peppermint  
Bu ons 

INT SRT‐106 

Straw Hats BEG SRT‐108 

Wiffle Balls BEG SRT‐116 

Foam Brushes* BEG SRT‐205 

Rubber Stoppers* BEG  

Mixing Spoons* BEG SRT‐215 

Dowels by              
Diameter* 

INT SRT‐102 

Dowels by Length* INT SRT‐103 

Wrenches* INT SRT‐206 

Spatulas* INT SRT‐306 
Small, Medium, 
Large* 

ADV SRT‐314 

Sor ng  
Focus 

Task Name Level Item #  

   Shape      

Hearts, Stars, 
Circles 

INT SRT‐204 

Plas c Shapes ADV SRT‐115 

Playing Cards BEG SRT‐107 
Fruit 
[shown above] BEG SRT‐19 

Wood  
Clothespins BEG SRT‐202 

Plas cware BEG SRT‐209 

Rubber Balls BEG SRT‐113 

Combs BEG SRT‐212 
Animal  
Cutouts* INT SRT‐207 

Miniature 
Cards ADV SRT‐115 

Hardware ADV SRT‐104 

 Characteris cs 
 and 

A ributes   

Seed Packages INT SRT‐110 

Fish INT SRT‐303 
Beach  
Treasures INT SRT‐315 

Hair  
Accessories INT SRT‐105 

Fancy Pencils ADV SRT‐301 

Topsy Turvy  ADV SRT‐304 
Rep les and  
Amphibians BEG SRT‐214 

Plas c, Metal, 
Wood   ADV SRT‐305 

Food Groups ADV SRT‐308 

Life Cycles ADV SRT‐309 

Silverware ADV SRT‐313 

     Kind 

 

                Components                                                   Completed Task 

                                  No Secondary Task  

 Fruit   SRT‐109                                                        Primary Task Card 
Objec ve: Sort fruit by kinds into box with dividers   Primary Task Card                                                                                             

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

Fruit   SRT‐109                
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Scaffolding 
Sequence 
Basic Skills 

 
 

Stacking 
Color 
Size 
Shape 
Kind 
A ribute 

Stacking 
Focus 

Task Name Level Item #  

Color  

Saucers BEG STK‐204 

Rubber 
Washers 

BEG STK‐201 

Colored 
Rings  

BEG STK‐301 

CD Stackers 
[shown 
above] 

BEG STK‐401 

Spools of 
Thread 

INT STK‐106 

Cra  S cks INT STK‐107 

Circle  
Stackers 

BEG STK‐202 

Boomerangs INT STK‐203 

Paddles INT STK‐205 

Back         
scratchers 

INT STK‐402 

Cubes ADV STK‐303 

Plas c Pucks ADV STK‐304 

Size  

Dominoes ADV STK‐408 

Concentric  
Plas c Pipe 

ADV STK‐405 

IV. Scaffolding Sequence for Basic Skills  

 K. Stacking 

  Students will use visual percep on and discrimina on skills to dis nguish         
objects with different a ributes. These a ributes include color, size, shape, 
and/or characteris c. They will rely on decision making, judgment, and other 
fine motor skills previously learned to complete the tasks.  
 
We provide a variety of tasks in this unit at mul ple levels so students may use 
different skills in these tasks.  In addi on, students will experience how sensory 
input can help them maintain appropriate propriocep ve feedback. 

  Example  

  

Other tasks we offer that focus on this skill are listed below 

 

                Components                                                   Completed Task 

                                                                                            No Secondary Task Card 

                                                                                                Primary Task Card 

                               Components                                                   Completed Task 

CDs STK‐401 Objec ve: To stack CDs by color 

Stacking 
Focus 

Task Name Level Item #  

Shape   

Wood  
Shapes 

BEG STK‐103 

3‐D Wood 
Shapes 

INT STK‐307 

Kind  

Wood  
Wheels 

BEG STK‐104 

Traffic 
Cones 

BEG STK‐403 

Mini  
Hair Clips  

ADV STK‐404 

Doll Pin  
Stands 

ADV STK‐407 

Timbers ADV STK‐305 

Characteris cs 

Plas c  
Blocks  

INT STK‐302 

Ribbon  
Spools 

ADV STK‐4‐6 

Polygon  
Blocks 

INT STK‐207 

Plas c  
Blocks  

BEG STK‐102 

Pyramids ADV STK‐306 

Magne c 
Discs 

ADV STK‐409 

Plas c 
Beads 

INT STK‐105 
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Pre 
Voca onal 

 
 Assembly 
 Job Training 
 Packaging 

 

V. Pre‐Voca onal Tasks 
 

As students master basic skills of sor ng, matching, stacking, and the fine motor                
associated with these, it is important to progress to Pre‐Voca onal tasks with the          
inten on of preparing for life outside the classroom. 
 

As the next step, we have created work box tasks that provide students an opportunity 
to learn about different occupa ons and the skills required to handle those jobs.  
 

Our Pre‐Voca onal tasks move the student from prac ce of skills to ac vi es that           
focus more on “real‐world” ac vi es. 
 

As in the basic task sec on, we use student task cards to help the student break down 
the steps and learn to complete tasks independently.  

Sequence of Tasks ‐ Pre‐Voca onal Skills 
 

Because the Pre‐Voca onal tasks require mul ple basic skills, we have grouped them 
into three categories based on their focus. Within these three categories, the tasks  
address skills in Retail, Service, Office, Workplace, Warehouse, Assembly, Personal,  
and Func onal tasks.  
 

These three categories include: 
 Assembly 
 Job Training 
 Packaging 

 

Task Cards are included with each task as with the Basic Skills tasks showing the              
student the small steps to comple on with numbers and labels. 
In some tasks, comple on of the primary task sets up the secondary task and vice a 
versa1 others provide an opportunity for the student to see the reverse of how a task         
is assembled2 and some tasks will be a disassembly and sor ng of components into 
their original storage containers/boxes.3 

Fruit   PIO‐404     Objec ve: Pick up fruit with tongs and put in bowl                       Primary Task Card 

 

                                 Components                                                                                Completed Task 

Pipe and Adapter   ASM‐409  Objec ve: Take apart the assembly and sort components                          Secondary Task Card Fruit   PIO‐404     Objec ve: Pick up fruit with tongs and put in bowl                       Primary Task Card 

 

                                 Components                                                                                Completed Task 

Pipe and Adapter   ASM‐409   Objec ve: Assemble plas c pipe parts using adapters      Primary Task Card 

  
Fruit   PIO‐404     Objec ve: Pick up fruit with tongs and put in bowl                       Primary Task Card Wrap Silverware   Object: Unwrap silverware and sort by kind in a box with wood divider                          Secondary Task Card Wrap Silverware  Objec ve: Wrap knife, for, and spoon in napkin using pa ern card    Primary Task Card 

                                 Components                                                                                                        Completed Task                                Components                                                                                 Completed Task 

1 

2 

3 
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Pre 

Voca onal 
Tasks 

 
 

Assembly 
Job Training 
Packaging 

 

Retail and Service tasks are representa ve of tasks that may be required in           
occupa ons in these fields. Some examples are refilling sugar caddies, wrapping 
silverware, filling salt and pepper jars, and packaging accessories for a fast food 
restaurant. 

Listed below are the tasks we offer that focus on this category.  
 

Tasks some mes cross over into other transi onal task areas ‐ assembling scrap 
book sets and bead necklaces could also qualify as “Office and Workplace or  
Assembly and Warehouse” and school supplies and toothpicks could also qualify        
as “Personal and Func onal.” 
 

Note: ASM‐Assembly, JTT‐Job Training, PKG‐Packaging and  
the levels are designated as Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced. 

V. Pre‐Voca onal Tasks 

Task Name Level Item #  

Toothpicks BEG ASM‐207 

Rainbow Rings INT ASM‐410 

Good or Broken? BEG JTT‐401 

Journal Sets BEG JTT‐404 

Pet Care Kits BEG JTT‐405 

Condiment Jars BEG JTT‐403 

Snakes BEG JTT‐407 

Shoes in Boxes BEG JTT‐406 

Game Packaging BEG JTT‐308 

Salt and Pepper INT JTT‐105 

Sugar Caddies INT JTT‐201 

Necklace/Bracelet 
Sets 

INT JTT‐40 

Hotel Hospitality Kits INT JTT‐301 

First Aid Kits INT JTT‐310 

Wrap Silverware INT JTT‐102 

Flower Arrangements ADV JTT‐107 

Price Items  ADV JTT‐109 

Fold Shirts ADV JTT‐203 

Wrap Gi  Boxes ADV JTT‐104 

Library Cards ADV JTT‐103 

Straws ADV JTT‐403 

Laundry Travel Kits ADV JTT‐401 

Beans ADV PKG‐106 

School Supplies ADV PKG‐102 

Tea Sets ADV PKG‐108 

Fast Food  
Hospitality Kits 

ADV PKG‐304 

Geometry Kits ADV PKG‐114 

Foam Shapes ADV PKG‐211 

Scrapbook Kits ADV PKG‐308 

Candles ADV PKG‐307 

Comb, Mirror, Brush BEG PKG‐101 

About our Products 

 Evidence‐based 

 Task Analysis 

 Scaffolding 

        (Small Steps) 

 Visually  Supported 

 Diversifica on 

 STEM 
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Task Name Level Item #  

File by Color  BEG ASM‐402 

Brochures ADV ASM‐205 

Daily Planners ADV ASM‐208 

Business Card  
Display 

ADV ASM‐402 

File Box ADV JTT‐101 

Mail Sort ADV JTT‐206 

Gree ng Cards ADV JTT‐106 

Stuff Envelopes ADV JTT‐207 

Collate 
Documents 

ADV JTT‐210 

Name Badges ADV JTT‐110 

Animal Beads ADV JTT‐309 

Shower Sets ADV JTT‐314 

Picnic Sets ADV JTT‐213 

Hair Accessories ADV JTT‐104 

Necklaces ADV JTT‐206 

Highlighter Sets ADV JTT‐402 

Girl Doll Clothes  ADV PKG‐110 

Screwdrivers ADV PKG‐215 

Boy Doll Clothes ADV PKG‐203 

Golf Tees ADV PKG‐116 

Crayons ADV PKG‐115 

Colored Bu ons ADV PKG‐316 

Jacks ADV PKG‐405 

Office and Workplace tasks are representa ve of tasks that may be required in                       
occupa ons in these fields. Some examples are filing, zip code sor ng, and  
colla ng documents.  

Listed below are the tasks we offer that focus on this category.  
 

Tasks some mes cross over into other transi onal task areas ‐ sor ng mail and 
packaging crayons could also qualify as “Assembly and Warehouse.”  
 

Note: ASM‐Assembly, JTT‐Job Training, PKG‐Packaging and  
the levels are designated as Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Pre 
Voca onal 

Tasks 
 
 

Assembly 
Job Training 
Packaging 

 

V. Pre‐Voca onal Tasks 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Purchase Order 
PayPal 
Quick Order Pad 
Request for Quote 
Order Form [Download] 
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Pre 
Voca onal 

Tasks 
 
 

Assembly 
Job Training 
Packaging 

 
 
 
 

Assembly and Warehouse tasks are representa ve of tasks that may be required 
in occupa ons in these fields. Some examples are assembly of circuits, complex  
hardware, and inverted hardware. 

Listed below are the tasks we offer that focus on this category.  
 

Tasks some mes cross over into other transi onal task areas ‐ toiletry kits and  
colored markers could also qualify as “Personal and Func onal.”  
 

Note: ASM‐Assembly, JTT‐Job Training, PKG‐Packaging and  
the levels are designated as Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced. 

V. Pre‐Voca onal Tasks 

Task Name Level Item #  

Axle and Wheels BEG ASM‐406 

Nuts, Washers, and 
Bolts  

BEG ASM‐404 

Pipes and Caps BEG ASM‐407 

Wood Carts INT ASM‐109 

Plas c Pipe w/Adaptors INT ASM‐409 

Gears INT ASM‐307 

Mul ‐Screwdrivers INT ASM‐210 

Series and Parallel               
Circuits 

INT ASM‐306 

Nested Jars INT ASM‐305 

Pill Containers ADV ASM‐102 

Plas c Pipe Puzzle ADV ASM‐303 

Triangle and Square ADV ASM‐106 

Plas c Pipe ADV ASM‐105 

Light Switch Simulator ADV ASM‐204 

Propellers ADV ASM‐302 

Plas c Pipe ADV ASM‐202 

Plas c Pipe and Bolt  ADV ASM‐309 

Electronic Sounds ADV ASM‐310 

Complex Hardware ADV ASM‐304 

Paint Supplies ADV JTT‐202 

Packing Slips ADV JTT‐209 

Washers BEG PKG‐404 

Colored Markers INT PJG‐313 

Bungi Cords INT PKG‐107 

Marbles ADV PKG‐112 

Beans ADV PKG‐302 

Plas c Pipe ADV PKG‐212 

Pom Poms ADV PKG‐315 

Wood Shapes ADV PKG‐306 

Toiletry Kits ADV PKG‐310 

Transparent Chips ADV PKG‐312 

Colored Bu ons ADV PKG‐316 

Thread ADV PKG‐216 

Task Name Level Item #  

Measure and Pack ADV JTT‐306 

Fill Orders ADV JTT‐10 

Inverted Hardware ADV JTT‐410 

Which Tool? ADV JTT‐413 

Pasta Tubes ADV JTT‐307 

Complex Electrical 
Box 

ADV JTT‐411 
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Pre 
Voca onal 

Tasks 
 
 

Assembly 
Job Training 
Packaging 

 
 
 

Personal/Func onal tasks are representa ve of tasks that may be required life 
skills that might be necessary throughout our life. 

Listed below are the tasks we offer that focus on this category.  
 
Tasks some mes cross over into other transi onal task areas ‐ packaging stain 
glass art kits and assembling eye glass repair kits could also qualify as “Assembly 
and Warehouse” or “Office and Workplace”. 

 
Note: ASM‐Assembly, JTT‐Job Training, PKG‐Packaging and  

the levels are designated as Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced. 

V. Pre‐Voca onal Tasks 

Task Name Level Item #  

Foam Curlers BEG ASM‐206 

Keys and Key Rings  BEG ASM‐401 

Curlers BEG ASM‐101 

Nail Care Kits BEG ASM‐408 

Dental Care Kits BEG ASM‐405 

Shape Chains INT ASM‐108 

Puzzle INT ASM‐203 

Tangrams INT ASM‐411 

Flashlights INT ASM‐101 

Plas c Block Animals INT ASM‐209 

Keys and Cases ADV ASM‐104 

Measuring Spoons ADV ASM‐107 

Measuring Cups  ADV ASM‐201 

Block Puzzle ADV ASM‐301 

Pipe Dreams ADV ASM‐308 

Towels BEG JTT‐101 

Sew Bu on INT JTT‐208 

Stained Glass Kits INT JTT‐303 

Tool Iden fica on  ADV JTT‐414 

Coupon Organizer ADV JTT‐305 

Wallet Assembly ADV JTT‐304 

Beach Items BEG PKG‐311 

Casse es/Cases INT PKG‐109 

Party Bags INT PKG‐103 

Dish Cloths INT PKG‐209 

Hygiene Travel 
Bags 

INT PKG‐111 

Photography Kits INT PKG‐309 

Camping Supplies INT PKG‐309 

Colored Dice INT PKG‐305 

Mini CDs ADV PKG‐201 

Shoe Care Kits ADV PKG‐204 

Eye Glass Repair ADV PKG‐210 

Birthday 
Accessories 

ADV PKG‐214 

Task Name Level Item # 

"The task boxes 
are great!  

I teach at the high 
school level,  

and the tasks are 
perfect for helping 

me get the students  
ready for the  

next step. 
Thanks again." 

 
Mary Lou B., Henry 

County Schools,  
Collinsville, VA 
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VI. Beyond Pre‐Voca onal 

A. Voca onal MegaTasks® 
 

What are MegaTasks? 
Voca onal Training Tasks are designed to develop and exercise  
"so  skills," including the ability to: 
 start work independently 
 deal with change 
 stay focused 
 follow the task through to comple on 

 
Most of our Voca onal MegaTasks® are larger or similar versions of  
those in our regular product line. Each group has a variety of  
components to meet the needs and interests of mul ple students. 

 

When would I use them? 
Learning light industrial skills, such as assembly, sor ng, and packaging,  
in a small group se ng can provide students an opportunity to  
experience working next to and across from another student and  
give students prac ce in developing appropriate  social skills. 
 
However, they also work well for students who work quickly and  
require longer task assignments. 

 

How are they different from regular work task boxes? 
The Voca onal Training Tasks come in larger storage containers and 
contain greater numbers of items than their counterpart in the basic  
or pre‐voca onal skill tasks.  
 
This provides a more realis c amount of me required to complete a  
par cular task to simulate the work place. In addi on, they also assist 
se ngs where mul ple students share the same ac vity.  
  

              Listed below and on the following page are the five groups of MegaTasks™  
              we offer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MegaTasks™ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GROUP A  

Task Name Level Item #  

Marbles ADV VTT‐1001 

Jars and Lids BEG VTT‐1002 

Wood Animals ADV VTT‐1003 

Coun ng Chips ADV VTT‐1004 

Animal Beads ADV VTT‐1005 

Pasta ADV VTT‐1006 

Hotel Hospitality  INT VTT‐1007 

Hardware ADV VTT‐1008 

Bu ons ADV VTT‐1009 

Plas c Pipe Bolt Assembly ADV VTT‐1010 
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MegaTasks™ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI. Beyond Pre‐Voca onal  

GROUP B   

Task Name Level Item #  

Triangle/Square ADV VTT‐2001 

Mul ‐Screwdriver INT VTT‐2002 

Heads/Tails? INT VTT‐2003 

Daily Planner ADV VTT‐2004 

Colored Plas c Ware BEG VTT‐2005 

Shower Sets BEG VTT‐2006 

Fast Food Hospitality  INT VTT‐2007 

Colored Markers INT VTT‐2008 

Sewing Travel Kits INT VTT‐2009 

First Aid Kits  INT VTT‐2010 

 
GROUP C  

Task Name Level Item #  

Clothespins/Rings BEG VTT‐3001 

Thread  ADV VTT‐3002 

Pencils/Erasers BEG VTT‐3003 

Curlers BEG VTT‐3004 

Hygiene Travel Bags INT VTT‐3005 

Plas c, Metal, or Wood? ADV VTT‐3006 

Plas c Pipe  ADV VTT‐3007 

Straw Hats BEG VTT‐3008 

Bu ons INT VTT‐3009 

Party Bags INT VTT‐3010 

 
GROUP D  

Task Name Level Item #  

Boxes and Lids BEG VTT‐4001 

Necklaces ADV VTT‐4002 

Combs BEG VTT‐4003 

Pill Containers BEG VTT‐4004 

Wood Spools INT VTT‐4005 

Bugs ADV VTT‐4006 

Clothespins ADV VTT‐4007 

Beans BEG VTT‐4008 

Jacks INT VTT‐4009 

Pet Care Packs INT VTT‐4010 

   
GROUP E GROUP E GROUP E 

Task Name Level Item #  

Retail Bu on Rack ADV VTT‐5001 

Animal Packaging BEG VTT‐5002 

Bobbin Sets BEG VTT‐5003 

Fros ng Tips INT VTT‐5004 

Birdhouse Kits ADV VTT‐5005 

Business Card Display Rack INT VTT‐5006 

Open House Favors INT VTT‐5007 

Seed Packets INT VTT‐5008 

Wood Sculpture ADV VTT‐5009 

Rock Collec ons INT VTT‐5010 

     A. Voca onal MegaTasks®  (con nued) 
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VI. Beyond Pre‐Voca onal (con nued) 

B. Transi onal Training Tasks 
 
While the skills prac ced in our regular product line are generalized so they                  
can be used in many environments, the 24 tasks in these groups more                     
specifically address four main areas:  

 Retail/Service,  
 Office/Workplace,  
 Assembly/Warehouse, and  
 Func onal/Personal. 

 
For these four groups, we have chosen tasks from our regular product line that            
most specifically replicate “real‐world” job experience and complement each              
other crea ng a uniform set of tasks.  
 
In some cases, we have enhanced the task by adding another element, for example 
adding a meal planning booklet to the Coupon Organizer task.  
 
In other instances, we have combined two tasks from the regular line so the  
larger task encompasses a broader focus, as in Wood Carts and Balls and Bolts. 
 
Storage boxes for tasks in this group are the same as the MegaTasks™  

[24 quart storage boxes‐approximately two mes the size of our regular  
task boxes]. 
  
 

 

* 

    * 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Transi onal 
Training 

Tasks 
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The twenty‐four work tasks in this sec on are listed below. 
Because these tasks have been modified no level is listed; however,   
the skill level would be similar to the original task in our product line. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Transi onal 
Training 

Tasks 

VII. Transi onal Training Tasks   

Retail/Service    

Task Name Item # 

Wrap Silverware TTS‐1001a 

Wrap Gi  Boxes TTS‐1001b 

Salt and Pepper TTS‐1001c 

Sugar Caddies TTS‐1001d 

Hotel Hospitality Kits TTS‐1001e 

Fast Food Hospitality Kits TTS‐1001f 

 

Office/Workplace 

Task Name Item # 

File Box TTS‐1002a 

Collate Documents TTS‐1002b 

Event Name Badges TTS‐1002c 

Stuff Envelopes and Mail Sort TTS‐1002d 

Office Supplies and Fill Orders  TTS‐1002e 

Brochures TTS‐1002f 

 

Warehouse/Assembly 

Task Name Item # 

Receive Orders and Fill Orders TTS‐1003a 

Measure and Pack TTS‐1003b 

Plas c Pipe TTS‐1003c 

Bu on Packaging TTS‐1003d 

Light Switch Simulator TTS‐1003e 

Wood Carts and Balls and Bolts  TTS‐1003f 

 

Func onal/Personal  

Task Name Item # 

Towels and Dish Cloths TTS‐1004a 

Sew Bu on TTS‐1004b 

Wallet Assembly TTS‐1004c 

Coupon Organizer and Meal Planning TTS‐1004d 

Padlocks and Combina on Locks TTS‐1004e 

Fine Motor Prac ce [non‐skid boards] TTS‐1004f 
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Most orders ship in 3-5 days  
from receipt of order. 

Our products are handcrafted               
in our woodworking facility. 
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